Time-reversal multiple signal classification (TR-MUSIC) [1] has been a topic of recent interest in a variety of disciplines, including acoustics, communication and industrial applications [2] . Among the developed TR-MUSIC methodology, the TR-MUSIC imaging with the time-domain gating technique not only provides noise reduction by filtering in the time domain, but also relaxes the transceiver restriction by reducing the number of targets (scatterers) to be detected at one time [3] . Because the developed TR-MUSIC algorithm based on the time-domain gating technique extracts target response(s) in the time domain, it has a one-dimensional (time-domain) filtering effect in the scattering scenario. Unfortunately, this image is subject to focusing errors which are caused by many targets in the gated region. It also requires non-trivial conditions, that is, target response(s) or sidelobes (skirts) of the responses must be separated with one another to extract desired response(s) [3] . However, it may be difficult for this condition to be satisfied because targets are irregularly and/or randomly spread out over the scattering scenario. In this study, we propose a two-dimensional (angle-and-time-domain) gating technique accompanied with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and spatial FFT processing. The concept of the spatial FFT has been proposed and considered as a beamforming technique [4] . By utilizing the weight adaptation, the beamforming technique can estimate coarse directions of arrival. Therefore, if we suppress unwanted signal(s) in the angle domain, we can overcome the above obstacle in the same scattering configuration. That is, since the proposed gating technique extracts targets in the two-dimensional region, we can expect the improvement of imaging function.
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TR-MUSIC Imaging with Angle-and-Time-Domain Gating
A time reversal array (TRA) with N transceivers produces an N × N symmetric multistatic data matrix (MDM) denoted as K(ω) which plays a fundamental role in the TR-MUSIC imaging (where ω is an angular frequency).
1 Time-Domain Gating Technique
The developed TR-MUSIC imaging with the time-domain gating technique has been proposed and considered in [3] . By applying the gating technique to the original data in the time domain, undesired components (noise components and some target signals) can be mathematically eliminated. If the gate range is from t 0 to t 0 + τ, we only have scatterers located from ct 0 /2 to c(t 0 + τ)/2 where c is the propagation speed. Therefore, this approach not only mitigates random noise components but also relaxes the transceiver restriction. This causes an improvement of SNR, and advances performance of the TR-MUSIC imaging.
2 Angle-and-Time-Domain Gating Technique
The proposed angle-and-time-domain gating approach has two steps as shown in Fig. 1 . We first apply the angle-domain gating technique to the original N × N MDM K(ω), then we have the angledomain gated MDM, which includes only targets in the gated region. Second, we apply the conventional time-domain gating technique to the angle-domain gated MDM.
The block diagram of the angle-and-time-domain gating technique. Now, we explain in more detail about the angle-domain gating. For a uniform linear array (ULA), we define the the N × N FFT beamforming matrix (W) whose mth row vector w m is given by
where w = e − j2π/N , a primitive complex Nth root of unity, and m = −N/2
In the remainder of this paper, we assume that the antenna spacing is a half wavelength corresponding to the central frequency f c , and the number of antenna elements N is even. From (1), we can see that the mth row vector forms the mainbeam toward sin −1 (2m/N). The angle is measured clockwise from the array normal. Also, we can see that each component in the row vector has uniform amplitude, which causes high sidelobes. In order to reduce the sidelobes, we use the Gaussian window function to each row vector. The reason of utilizing the Gaussian function is that it has lowest effect of the sidelobes among the typical window functions having nonzero values at both ends.
Next, we apply the spatial FFT to the original MDM K(ω), and obtain the angle-domain MDM K(θ) = W G K(ω). We apply the gating to each column of K(θ). That is, we pad 0 to the elements other than the directions of interest. This is basically the same as the time-domain gating. The difference is that N is usually much smaller than that in the time-domain case. After the angle-domain gating, we have the angle-domain gated MDM K (θ) and we go back to the MDM as follows:
is not the same as W G † K (θ) due to the Gaussian window for W G . The angle-domain gated MDM K (ω) has only contributions of the extracted target responses. However, the gating technique is not effective when we cannot classify the responses or the sidelobes of responses are extremely overlapped with one another. Therefore, we need a large number of antenna elements. In this paper, we consider sufficient antenna elements.
Finally, we apply the time-domain gating technique to the angle-domain gated MDM K (ω), and obtain the angle-and-time-domain gated MDM K (ω). The modified MDM K (ω) has much fewer target response(s) in the two-dimensionally overlapped region. By changing the gating region, we can detect all the targets in the whole area. In addition, the new MDM has a noise reduction effect mainly due to the time-domain gating technique. As a result, the joint angle-and-time-domain gating technique improves the performance of the TR-MUSIC imaging.
Results and Discussions
We investigated the performance of the proposed technique using computer simulations under the following conditions. The frequency band was from 1.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz ( f c = 2.5 GHz), and the sampling frequency separation was δ f = 10 MHz. The linear TR array consisted of N = 32 antennas, and placed on the x-axis. The 16th antenna element was located at the origin, i.e., (0 m, 0 m). Sixteen scatterers with the same scattering coefficients ρ l (l = 1, 2, . . . , 16) were irregularly distributed on the Cartesian coordinate system. The imaging function for TR-MUSIC was obtained for the center frequency. We assumed SNR of 30 dB, where the signal power was defined as that of reflection from the target at (0 m, 4 m). signal. As observed, the raw data is not enough to apply the time-domain gating technique immediately because the skirts of each response are critically overlapped with each other. Therefore, we first applied the spatial FFT to the raw data and obtained the angle-domain data as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Here, Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the 1st column vector. To extract the scatterers located around the direction orthogonal to the array axis, we applied the angle-domain gating technique (zero padding) to the angle-domain indexes from -15 to -9 and from 7 to 16 as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Here, the angle-domain index m (-15, -14, . . . , -1, 0, 1, . . . , 15, 16) corresponds to the angle sin −1 (2m/32). We repeat this process to each column vector. After the angle-domain gating, we applied the spatial IFFT to the angle-domain gated data and obtained the angle-domain gated MDM. In order to examine the angle-domain gating effect, we applied the IFFT to the angle-domain gated data. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , we only have three peaks corresponding to four targets. That is, we eliminate scatterers around the direction of the array axis and obtain simpler timedomain responses compared to the raw data. Figures 2(e) and (f) show images of the TR-MUSIC pseudospectra with the raw data and the angle-domain gated data, respectively. The white circles demonstrate the coordinates of the scatterers, i.e., they show true positions. As depicted in Fig. 2(e) , the conventional TR-MUSIC result shows completely deformed imaging function with erroneous positions. Similarly, TR-MUSIC with the angle-domain gated data also blurred by the noise components as shown in Fig. 2(f) . Although the angle-domain gating technique can estimate the coarse direction of arrival and eliminate undesired signal response(s) in the angle-domain, it cannot largely improve the noise condition. As a result, it merely classifies and extracts the response(s) in the desired direction.
From the angle-domain gating, we obtained simpler signal responses, and it is enough to apply the time-domain gating as shown in Fig. 2(d) . Here, we defined the three regions marked as " 1, 2 and 3". and-time-domain gated MDM for the marked regions. The results are very difficult to distinguish in the same xy-axis ranges because they seem to be a certain dot or narrow line. Thus, we enlarged the regions around the corresponding target position(s). As observed, the proposed two-dimensional gating approach exactly detects all the targets located around the direction orthogonal to the array axis. By applying gating to the time-domain response, the noise components outside the gating region are suppressed. It increases the SNR and leads to the performance improvement for the TR-MUSIC imaging. From these results, it has been shown that the proposed approach not only provides the two-dimensional focusing effect but also reduces the noise components.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new joint time-and-angle-domain gating technique accompanied with the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and spatial FFT processing. Even though the developed one-dimensional time-domain TR-MUSIC method provides noise reduction as well as relaxation of an antenna limitation, the resulting image is subject to focusing errors which are caused by many targets in the gated region. On the contrary, the proposed approach showed a potential with the performance improvement in the same restricted environment by applying the angle-and-time-domain gating technique sequentially.
